[On the occasion of medical anniversaries in Bosnia-Herzegovina and the struggle between good and evil].
The anniversary important for the health protection, medical education and medical science takes place. The 100 years of the State Hospital in Sarajevo, 50 years of the Medical Faculty in Sarajevo and 40 years of Medical Section of the Academy are noted. At the same time the 1.000 wartime days in our suffering country are with us. From one side good from the other bad, which befall us, is the eternal struggle of Good and Evil. The health protection effects done in the course of the past hundred years cannot be measured. Something could be done in the medical education, the easiest is the evaluation of the medical science results. Something could be evaluated if it is imagined what would happen if it did not happen. What would happen to our population, their suffering and lives? It is known that a bad war result was a much bigger danger than the arms, what evaded us thanks to the health protection. Unfortunately, there were not many persons who made notes on events in the health service, education and medical science, except some fragments, naturally. We have to admit that some meetings on history of medicine in our country took place in the Academy. Again, there are some enthusiasts who researched the history of health service in BandH. We have missed to note the old colleagues' memories of the beginnings and the later development. Notwithstanding, it will be necessary to do a research work of the past of our health service, success and development.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)